Exploration and optimization of a homogeneous Mesh of Clusters-based FPGA architectures
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Abstract: This paper presents an efficient interconnect network for Mesh of Clusters (MoC) Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) architecture. Compared to conventional MoC-based FPGA, proposed architecture improves the MoC-based interconnect in 2 ways. First, we optimize the intra-cluster interconnect topology by depopulating the intra-cluster full crossbar. Then, we propose a new multi-levels interconnect for the Switch Box (SB) which unifies a downward and an upward unidirectional networks based on the Butterfly-Fat-Tree (BFT) topology. The comparison with the common MoC-based VPR-Style shows that the proposed MoC-based architecture has better area and power efficiency. To optimize the interconnect flexibility of the proposed MoC-based FPGA, we explored and analysed the effect of different architecture parameters on performance, power consumption and density. Experimental results show that architecture parameters can be tuned and adapted to satisfy different specific applicative constraints. Results also show that cluster size 8 presents the best trade-off.
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Introduction

Compared to full custom ASIC design, FPGAs have become one of most attractive platforms since they enable a fast emulation of design alternatives and lead to a faster design cycle. However compared to ASIC, FPGA architectures are still facing serious challenges in term of performance, power and area due to their high programming overhead. To provide the required reconfigurable functionality, homogeneous FPGAs provide a large amount of programmable interconnect resources which occupy 90% of the total FPGA area [1]. Since FPGA area denotes one of main factors which control the manufacturing costs, reducing the silicon area of the programmable routing resources can lead to considerable improvement in manufacturing cost. In addition, FPGAs devices include a large number of pre-fabricated routing tracks and programmable switches allowing to route different placement solutions. These tracks can be long and consequently dissipate an important amount of energy every time they switch. Furthermore, the capacitance of programmable switches attached to each track is added which further increases...
FPGA power consumption. Consequently, power consumption is becoming a major concern for FPGA vendors and customers. FPGA design big challenge is to find a good trade-off between flexibility and performance in terms of power consumption, area and delay.

2 Motivation and problem formulation

Modern Mesh FPGA architectures are based on a clustered architecture where several Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) are grouped together to act as a Configurable Logic Block (CLB). Experiments show that using these architectures allows exploiting signal sharing among LUTs and then improving overall performance of the FPGA [2]. The best characterization to date which reliably estimates interconnect requirements is Rent’s Rule [3]. Rent’s rule can be applied as follows to MoC-based cluster architecture: IO = c*k where IO is the number of inputs/outputs of the cluster, c is the number of inputs/outputs of a Logic Block (LB), k is the cluster arity and p is the Rent’s parameter. Intuitively, p quantifies the locality of interconnect requirements. It has small value when most connections are purely local and only few of them come in from the exterior of the cluster. We can distinguish two families of MoC-based FPGAs [4,5,6]: fully populated and depopulation intra-cluster crossbar. A VPR-style interconnect [4] has a sparsely populated Connection Block (CB) and a fully populated intra-cluster crossbar with low Rent’s parameter. The fully populated intra-cluster crossbar is simple and ensures a complete local routability, but it takes no advantage of the logical equivalency of LUT inputs and induces a significant area overhead. An improved VPR-style interconnect was proposed by Lemieux and Lewis [5] by depopulating the intra-cluster crossbar. This depopulation achieves an area saving of 18%. However, all these studies consider the CB interconnect level and the intra-cluster crossbar separately. An improved VPR-style topology was proposed by Feng [6]. He investigated joint optimization of CBs and intra-cluster crossbars depopulation while using a high Rent’s parameter (p = 1). He achieved an area saving of 28%. However, he optimized only connection of external signals to LB inputs and kept the use of a full crossbar to connect feedbacks (LB outputs) to LB inputs, which can be very penalizing. In addition, he did not experiment neither new Switch Boxes (SBs) topologies nor lower clusters Rent’s parameter.

In this paper, we propose an improved MoC-based architecture with new hierarchical SB and depopulated intra-cluster interconnect based on the Butterfly-Fat-Tree (BFT) topology with flexible Rent’s parameter. Based on analytical method, we identified architecture parameters that control the interconnect flexibility of the proposed MoC-based FPGA. Then, we explored how these parameters interact in order to balance different trade-offs and satisfy application constraints. A set of CAD tools including metric model to map circuits on the proposed architecture is developed to explore efficiency in terms of power consumption, area and delay. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the proposed MoC-based FPGA architecture. Section 4 presents the used exploration methodology. Section 5 details the experimentation platform and used metric model to estimate power consumption, area and delay. Experimental results are discussed in sections 6 and 7.

3 Proposed MoC-based FPGA architecture overview

Inspired from the Tree topology [7], we propose an improved MoC-based architecture with new hierarchical SBs and depopulated intra-cluster interconnect. This architecture is a mesh of clusters placed into regular 2D grid.

3.1 Cluster architecture

The cluster architecture contains local LBs connected with a depopulated local switch block. Figures 1.a and 1.b illustrate an example of cluster with respectively 8 and 4 LBs. Each LB consists of a 4-input LUT and a Flip-Flop (FF). The depopulated local switch block is divided into Mini Switch Blocks (MSBs). The local interconnect is composed of a downward network and an upward network. The downward network is based on the BFT topology which connects Downward MSBs (DMSBs) outputs to LBs inputs. Each DMSB connects each LB in only one input and hence the number of DMSB is given by equation (1) and the number of DMSB outputs is given by equation (2). The upward network connects LB outputs to an Upward MSB (UMSB) and allows all LBs outputs to reach all DMSBs and cluster outputs. Thus, LBs inside the same cluster are equivalent and their ordering has no impact on routing quality. The number of DMSB inputs is given by equation (3). The number of UMSB inputs and outputs are given respectively by equation (4) and equation (5).

\[ NB_{DMSB(CLB)} = NB_{inputs(LB)} \] (1)

\[ NB_{DMSB\_outputs(CLB)} = Cluster\_size \] (2)

\[ NB_{DMSB\_inputs(CLB)} = \frac{NB_{inputs(CLB)} + NB_{UMSB\_outputs(CLB)}}{NB_{DMSB(CLB)}} \] (3)
\[ \text{Nb}_\text{UMSB}_{\text{inputs}}(CLB) = \text{Cluster\_size} \]  
(4) 
\[ \text{Nb}_\text{UMSB}_{\text{outputs}}(CLB) = \text{Cluster\_size} \]  
(5) 

Figure 1: Cluster interconnect with different arity factors. a. Cluster arity 8 (Rent’s parameter = 1 and Clusters Inputs = 24). b. Cluster arity 4 (Rent’s parameter = 1 and Clusters Inputs = 16).

3.2 Mesh routing interconnect

Mesh routing interconnect of basic VPR MoC-based FPGA architectures use SBs and CBs to assure different interconnections. In fact, SBs are used to assure connection between horizontal and vertical adjacent routing channels and CBs are used to connect channel tracks to cluster inputs and outputs. In the proposed mesh routing interconnect, a new multi-levels interconnect of the SB is proposed to assure connection between horizontal and vertical adjacent routing channels and also between clusters inputs/outputs and adjacent routing channels. As illustrated in Figure 2, each cluster is surrounded by 4 unidirectional routing channels and 4 SBs. Each cluster is connected to 8 neighbouring clusters through adjacent SBs. Figure 3 shows a detailed view of the interconnect of a SB and a global view of the 4 adjacent SBs (Top, Bottom, Right, Left) and the 4 adjacent clusters (A, B, C, D) highlighted in Figure 2. Similarly to cluster, the SB has a multilevel topology including 3 main Boxes organized as follows:

\[ \text{Nb}_\text{MSB}(\text{Box\_1}) = \frac{\text{Channel\_width}}{2} \]  
(6) 

SB to Cluster: Each SB is connected to the 4 neighbouring clusters through 2 interconnect levels. Outputs of MSB located at Box 1 drive MSB located at Box 3 whose outputs drive 1 input of each of the 4 neighbouring clusters. Since the cluster is connected to the 4 neigh-
bouring SBs, the number of MSB located at Box 3 is given by equation (7).

\[ Nb\_MSB(Box\_3) = \frac{Nb\_inputs(CLB)}{4} \] (7)

The number of outputs per MSB in Box 3 is given equation (8):

\[ Nb\_MSB\_outputs(Box\_3) = 4 \] (8)

The number of MSB outputs in Box 1 is given by equation (9):

\[ Nb\_MSB\_outputs(Box\_1) = 1 + Nb\_adj\_SBs = 5 \] (9)

Cluster to Cluster: Each cluster is connected to the neighbouring clusters through 2 interconnect levels. Cluster outputs drive MSB located at Box 2 whose outputs drive MSB located at Box 3. Since the cluster is connected to the 4 neighbouring SBs, the number of MSB located at Box 2 is given by equation (10):

\[ Nb\_MSB(Box\_2) = \frac{Nb\_outputs(CLB)}{4} \] (10)

The number of inputs per MSB in Box 2 is given equation (11):

\[ Nb\_MSB\_inputs(Box\_2) = 4 \] (11)

The number of inputs per MSB in Box 3 is given equation (12):

\[ Nb\_MSB\_inputs(Box\_3) = 2*Channel\_width \] (12)

Cluster to SB: Outputs of MSB located at Box 2 drive MSB located at Box 1 whose outputs drive 1 input of each of the 4 neighbouring SBs. Therefore, cluster outputs which drive Box 2 are connected to 4 neighbouring SBs through 2 interconnect levels. The number of outputs per MSB in Box 2 is given by equation (13).

\[ Nb\_MSB\_outputs(Box\_2) = \frac{2*Channel\_width}{Nb\_outputs(CLB)} \] (13)

The number of inputs per MSB in Box 1 is given by equations (14).

\[ Nb\_MSB\_inputs(Box\_1) = 1 + Nb\_adj\_SBs = 5 \] (14)

3.3 Clock network

The clock network is modelled as H-Tree distribution network, similar to the topology used in Xilinx Virtex II Pro [8]. The clock network contains buffers separated by a distance equal to the size of a tile (cluster and SB) in the FPGA (see Figure 2).

4 Exploration methodologies

4.1 Analytical model

To identify architecture parameters that control the flexibility of proposed MoC-based FPGA, we evaluate switches requirement. We consider a MoC arranged in a N x N array with k cluster size and W channel width. The total switch number in the MoC-based FPGA is given by equation (15):

\[ Nb\_switch = Nb\_switch(SB)\cdot(N + 1)^2 + Nb\_switch(CLB)\cdot N \] (15)

Since MSBs are full crossbar, the number of switch per SB is given by equation (16):

\[ Nb\_switch(SB) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Nb\_switch(Box\_i) = 16\cdot W \] (16)

The number of switch per CLB is given by equation (17):

\[ Nb\_switch(CLB) = Nb\_switch(DMSBs) + Nb\_switch(UMSB) \] (17)

Since DMSBs and UMSB are full crossbar, the number of switch in DMSBs and UMSB are given respectively by equation (18) and equation (19):

\[ Nb\_switch(DMSBs) = Nb\_inputs(CLB)\cdot k + k \] (18)

\[ Nb\_switch(UMSB) = k^2 \] (19)

Based on Rent’s rule, we have: Nb\_inputs (CLB) + Nb\_outputs (CLB) = c\cdot k^p. Where c is the number of inputs/outputs of a LB and p is the Rent’s parameter. As Nb\_outputs (CLB) = k, the number of CLB inputs can be modeled by equation (20):

\[ Nb\_inputs(CLB) = c\cdot k^p - k \] (20)

As consequence, the total number of switch in the FPGA can be modeled with the equation (21):

\[ Nb\_switch = 16\cdot W\cdot (N + 1)^2 + (c\cdot k^p + k)\cdot N \] (21)

As illustrated in equation (21), the interconnect flexibility of the proposed MoC-based FPGA is controlled by the following architecture parameters: Rent’s parameter (p), cluster size (k), channel width (W), LB inputs/outputs (c) and matrix size (N). Rent’s parameter and cluster size control local clusters interconnect whereas channel width controls external clusters interconnect.

4.2 Experimental comparison

Rent’s rule provides an empirical estimation of switching requirements. Nevertheless, this is not sufficient
since it does not give accurate information about interconnect routability. The best way to verify this point is to implement different benchmark circuits with CAD tools and explore the effect of architecture parameters described in equation (21) on performance. Performance of each solution is evaluated in terms of power consumption, required area and clock frequency.

5 Design and implementation methodology and metric models

We investigate the CAD flow illustrated in Figure 4 to explore proposed architecture. First, the circuit passes though T-VPack tool [9] to achieve the packing phase which consists in grouping N LBs together to form CLBs. Once packing is completed, we use the simulated annealing algorithm [4] to place the CLBs and IOs instances of the circuit on the CLBs and IOs blocks of FPGA. Then, we use the PathFinder [10] to successfully route all nets in a circuit. In our approach, we determine the minimum number of the channel width (Wmin) that routes the circuit, we decrease continuously the tracks number per channel and route the circuit until it fails. Once the Wmin is determined and routing phase is achieved, we estimate resulting power consumption, area and delay with developed models.

Figure 4: Proposed MoC CAD flow.

To estimate power consumption, we integrated in the proposed CAD flow activity estimator ACE2 and MoC-Power modules. The first module, the activity estimator (ACE2) [11], employs a transition density method to determine the switching density of all nets. The second module, the MoC-Power, estimates the power consumption at transistor level. It incorporates two components: architecture generator and Low-Level Power Estimation. The architecture generator uses the routing resource graph to decompose the entire MoC-based FPGA circuit into low-level components which are inverters, multiplexers and wires using same assumptions of VersaPower model [12]. Then, the Low-Level dynamic and static powers of each component is estimated as defined in [12].

Used area model is based on transistor-counting function consistent with the methodology used in [12] to compute components area. We use routing graph resource to parse all FPGA components (MSBs, LBs and buffers) to accurately compute the total number of transistor in the FPGA. The area is expressed as function of $\lambda$ which is equal to the half of the minimum distance between source and drain of transistor.

Timing analysis allows evaluating performances of a circuit implemented on a FPGA in term of functional speed. The length of local wires is determined by approximating the size of entities through transistor-counting functions. In addition, proposed model accounts also the effect of the resulting LUT delay as a function of the LUT size to be consistent with experimentation done in [2]. Wire LUT and switch (crossbar, multiplexer) delays are extracted from the SPICE circuit simulator using ST Micros 130nm Technology node.

6 Comparison with basic VPR MoC-based FPGA architectures

In this section, we perform detailed exploration comparison between basic VPR and proposed MoC-based FPGA architectures. In this experimentation, we used largest MCNC [13] and IWLS [14] benchmarks presented in Table 1. The size of these circuits ranges from 1064 to 10437 primitives (LBs, FFs etc). We used VPR7.0 [15] and proposed MoC configuration CAD tools while using same packing options and same place and route algorithms. For both architectures, we determined the smallest architecture implementing every benchmark circuit and we considered homogeneous architecture with $k = 8$, LUT size 4, unidirectional routing network with single length segments and a disjoint switch block. VPR cluster architecture contains 18 inputs and 8 outputs to achieve full logic connectivity [4] and CB population is defined by Fcin and Fcout parameters, where Fcin is routing channel to cluster input switch density and Fcout is cluster output to routing channel density. Fcin and Fcout are chosen equal to respectively 0.5 and 0.25 to be consistent with work presented in [2]. For the proposed MoC-based FPGA, the cluster architecture contains 32 inputs (p=1). Table 1 illustrates comparison results in term of power, area, critical path delay, Wmin and total buffer used to drive global wires. Table 1 shows that the proposed MoC-based architecture can implement all circuits with lower Wmin than VPR architecture. In fact, the maximal Wmin used is equal to 86 and 56 in respectively the VPR and the pro-
posed MoC-based architecture. This induces an average reduction of 24% in total buffer used to drive global wires. Most of the power and area savings (respectively 30% and 32%) obtained in the proposed MoC-based FPGA are due to the reduction in total buffer number. We also note that the power and area gains are achieved at the cost of an increase in critical path delay by an average of 6%.

Table 1: Comparison results: VPR and proposed MoC-based FPGA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Primitives</th>
<th>VPR MoC</th>
<th>Proposed MoC</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clma</td>
<td>8416</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>31.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptic</td>
<td>4726</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>24.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex1010</td>
<td>4898</td>
<td>142.2</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex5p</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frisk</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>24.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misex3</td>
<td>4575</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pdc</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>30.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s298</td>
<td>6406</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>14.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38417</td>
<td>6447</td>
<td>168.7</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>30.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38584</td>
<td>6537</td>
<td>188.9</td>
<td>1479</td>
<td>24.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB_Funct</td>
<td>5293</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>41.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B22_C</td>
<td>10437</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>4632</td>
<td>41.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVA2</td>
<td>9378</td>
<td>227.9</td>
<td>2406</td>
<td>41.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES_core</td>
<td>8416</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>2293</td>
<td>41.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: FPGA size, channel width and total buffer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Size (N’N)</th>
<th>FPGA Size (N’N)</th>
<th>Channel Width (Wmin) vs. Rent’s parameter (p)</th>
<th>Total Buffer vs. Rent’s parameter (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>49x49</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>36x36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>28x28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Architecture optimization

The flexibility of proposed MoC-based FPGA depends on architectures parameters described in equation (21). The effect of these parameters is not predictable and can only be determined by experimentation. In this section, we explore and analyse how these parameters interact in order to balance different trade-offs. Results correspond to interconnect area and the average power consumption and delay of MCNC benchmarks using the biggest FPGA array and Wmin which implement all circuits. Benchmarks are packed, placed and routed through the CAD flow with power, delay and area model described in section 5. For all experimentations, wire capacitances were obtained from the ITRS Interconnect Roadmap [16]. The used transistor technology is 130nm PTM models [17]. Table 2 illustrates the variation of the FPGA size with k and also the variation of the Wmin and total buffer obtained with k and p. The Wmin and total buffer decrease when we increase p.

7. Architecture optimization

The flexibility of proposed MoC-based FPGA depends on architectures parameters described in equation (21). The effect of these parameters is not predictable and can only be determined by experimentation. In this section, we explore and analyse how these parameters interact in order to balance different trade-offs. Results correspond to interconnect area and the average power consumption and delay of MCNC benchmarks using the biggest FPGA array and Wmin which implement all circuits. Benchmarks are packed, placed and routed through the CAD flow with power, delay and area model described in section 5. For all experimentations, wire capacitances were obtained from the ITRS Interconnect Roadmap [16]. The used transistor technology is 130nm PTM models [17]. Table 2 illustrates the variation of the FPGA size with k and also the variation of the Wmin and total buffer obtained with k and p. The Wmin and total buffer decrease when we increase p.

Table 2: FPGA size, channel width and total buffer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Size (N’N)</th>
<th>FPGA Size (N’N)</th>
<th>Channel Width (Wmin) vs. Rent’s parameter (p)</th>
<th>Total Buffer vs. Rent’s parameter (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>49x49</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>36x36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>28x28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We notice that the total power consumption is reduced when we increase \( k \). As shown in Figure 5, clusters of size 8 and 16 are more power-efficient than 4. This behaviour is due to the fact that the total number of buffer, used to drive global routing wires, is reduced (see Table 2). In fact, increasing \( k \) results in more BLES being added to a CLB and then circuit can be imple-

mented in smaller FPGA size (see Table 2). In addition, the number of connections routed externally to the CLB is reduced and then the resulting total number of buffer decreases. According to [12], buffers used to drive global routing wires are the major factors behind power dissipation.

To understand why total power consumption of clusters size 8 and 16 are quite close, it is instructive to break out the power components of the data in Figure 5. The total power can be broken into two major parts: the total routing power and CLB powers. Figures 6 and 7 plot respectively the total routing and CLB power with \( p \) for different \( k \). By increasing \( k \), we increase CLB multiplexers number to connect LUTs and consequently increase the total CLB power. That is why total CLB power of cluster size 16 is higher than cluster size 8 (see Figure 6). However, with larger \( k \), we can absorb larger number of nets and communication becomes local and then the total number of buffer decreases. Consequently, the total routing power of cluster size 16 is lower than cluster size 8 (see Figure 7). These two opposite effects make the total power of cluster arity 8 and 16 quite close. It is also important to note that with high \( p \), the number of buffer of cluster size 16 increases more rapidly than cluster size 8. Therefore, routing power of cluster size 16 grows more rapidly than cluster size 8 and that is why total power of cluster size 16 becomes higher than cluster size 8 with higher \( p \).

According to results shown in [12], the major source of power dissipation comes from routing resources. This result is also confirmed in our experimentations. In fact, routing power denotes the major factor behind power dissipation in all experimentations done. However, we note that the percentage of routing power drops slightly when we increase \( k \). For example, routing power denotes 80% of the total power for cluster size 4, while it drops to 63% with cluster size 16. Figure 8 plots the variation of the total power of buffers used to
drive global routing wires with $p$ for different $k$. Figure 8 shows that the total buffer power takes up to about 90% of the total routing power. In addition, when we increase $k$ from 8 to 16, the total buffer number is reduced by an average of 20% and then we reduce the total buffer by an average of 17%. All these analyses clearly confirm once again that the number of buffer is the major source of power.

Figure 9: Total area vs. Rent’s parameter and cluster size.

Figure 10: Total switch number vs. Rent’s parameter and cluster size.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the variation of the total area and number of switch with $p$ for different $k$. We notice that the total area is increased when we increase $k$ (see Figure 9). Clusters of size 4 and 8 are more area-efficient than 16. In fact, when we increase $k$, the required multiplexers grow larger and then switches number increases (see Figure 10). Total required switches is a sum of all buffers and 2-to-1 multiplexers used to implement different m-to-1 multiplexers of MSB. Even if the number of buffer decreases with the increase of cluster size, the total number of 2-to-1 multiplexers increases.

To understand why total area of clusters size 4 and 8 are quite close, it is instructive to break out the area components of the data in Figure 9. The total area can be broken into two major parts: the routing area and CLB areas. Figures 11 and 12 plot the total routing and CLB area with $p$ for different cluster size. Since the area depends especially on the number of switch, we extracted also the variation of the total number 2-to-1 multiplexers used in routing and CLB respectively in Figures 13 and 14 with $p$ for different $k$. 

Figure 11: Total routing area vs. Rent’s parameter and cluster size.

Figure 12: Total CLB area vs. Rent’s parameter and cluster size.

Figure 13: Total routing 2-to-1 multiplexers vs. Rent’s parameter and cluster size.
By increasing \( k \), the number of 2-to-1 multiplexers and buffers in SBs decrease (see Figure 13) and then total routing area decreases (see Figure 11). Thus, routing area of cluster size 8 is lower than cluster size 4. However, the required CLB multiplexers grow larger and consequently the bound on area efficiency goes down. As shown in Figure 1, for \( p=1 \), in the case of architecture with clusters arity 8, we use 10-to-1 multiplexers within DMSB, 8-to-1 multiplexers within UMSB and 4-to-1 multiplexers to implement LUTs. In total, we use 368 2-to-1 multiplexers to implement the cluster arity 4. With cluster arity 4, we use 5-to-1 multiplexers within DMSB, 4-to-1 multiplexers within UMSB and 4-to-1 multiplexers to implement LUTs. In total, we use 88 2-to-1 multiplexers to implement the cluster arity 8.

Therefore, as shown in Figure 14, the total CLB 2-to-1 multiplexers increases when we increase \( k \) from 4 to 8 and then total CLB area increases (see Figure 12). These two opposite effects make that clusters 4 and 8 have close resulting number of switch and then total area. Similarly to previous observations contestations, for all \( k \), the area is reduced until we reach the break point \( (p=1) \) from which the increase of \( p \) penalizes the resulting area (especially for \( k=16 \)).

In terms of performance, Figure 15 shows the variation of critical path delay with \( p \) for different \( k \). The critical path delay decreases when we increase \( k \). In fact, using larger clusters arity allows reducing external communications and then reduces the number of crossed switch in the critical path delay.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new MoC-based FPGA architecture. We showed that the proposed MoC-based architecture has better area and power efficiency than the common MoC VPR-Style. Based on analytical and experimental methods, we showed also that the flexibility of proposed MoC-based architecture is controlled by architecture parameters. The choice of clusters arity must be consistent with the application specifications and constraints. For applications requiring high speed performance and low power dissipation, it is recommended to use clusters with high arity (8-16). If we need to reduce silicon area, using small clusters arities seems to be more efficient. We note from experimentation that cluster size 8 presents the best trade-off between area and power compared to cluster sizes 4 and 16. This is achieved due to the equitable sharing of resource between CLB and routing. As a future work, we plan to add long routing segments which span multiple SBs in every row and column in order to avoid crossing multiple switches to connect clusters, which are not neighbours and to improve the flexibility and routability.
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